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Explicit criteria for the asymptotic stability (or instability) of bifurcating closed 
orbits are given for a class of abstract evolution equations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We are concerned in the present paper with Hopf bifurcation for one- 
parameter families of differential equations in a Banach space, namely, 
where --A is the infinitesimal generator of an analytic semigroup. ,U is a real 
parameter and f is a suffkiently smooth map (f@, 0) = O).’ In particular. 
we shall be interested in orbital stability properties of nonconstant periodic 
solutions bifurcating from the trivial equilibrium of (1) at the critical value 
p= 0: for this purpose we shall follow an approach already developed in 
115 J, relating such properties to the investigation of a suitable “critical 
problem” connected with (1). 
To be specific, the main steps of our procedure are: 
(i) studying the ordinary differential system we get from (1) by 
restriction to a locally attracting, locally invariant (with respect to (I)) 
’ For the extensive literature on this subject. see 18. 14. I9 I. 
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finite-dimensional manifold (center manifold); then local existence and 
uniqueness (in a sense to be made precise) of nonconstant periodic solutions 
to (l), whose orbits lie on the center manifold, follow by classical 
arguments;’ 
(ii) investigating asymptotical properties of the zero solution with 
respect to the restricted differential system at the critical value p= 0; then 
the concept of h-asymptotic stability introduced in [ 15 1 provides a useful 
tool to ensure the asymptotical orbital stability of the periodic solutions 
referred to in (i) with respect to initial data lying on the center manifold; 
(iii) proving that the above conditional asymptotical stability and the 
local attractivity of the center manifold imply the actual asymptotical orbital 
stability of the periodic solutions. For this purpose, after choosing a moving 
coordinate system along the periodic orbit under consideration, finite- 
dimensional methods for studying unsteady motions are generalized to the 
present situation [ 1, 17 1. 
Remarkably, the outlined procedure also furnishes a convenient algorithm 
to determine the actual stability character of periodic solutions to (1); in this 
respect. simple linear algebraic systems involving quantities in the r.h.s. of 
the critical restricted system-which requires the knowledge of a convenient 
k-jet of the center manifold (furnished by the invariance property of the 
center manifold itself)--need to be investigated [ 15 1 (for an application to a 
problem suggested by population theory, see 116 1). 
Finally, let us add a few remarks on the connections between the present 
paper and the existing literature. In 141 the link between the first Floquet 
exponent of (1) and the first derivative of the bifurcation map is 
investigated-thus deriving, due to [ 7, Theorem 8.2.3 1, sufficient conditions 
for the stability of periodic orbits-by analytical methods, which don’t make 
direct use of any finite-dimensional reduction of the problem. More similar 
statements-whose proof, however, doesn’t seem to be transparent- can be 
found in [ 14, Theorem 8.51 and in [7, Theorem 6.1.4 and following 
remarks 1. 
2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM AND RESULTS 
A. Preliminaries 
Let X denote a real Banach space (norm 1 Ix); the same notation will be 
used for the complexification X + iX as well. For any subset SEX and 
‘The use of invariant manifolds, in connection with the stability problem in the critical 
cases can be traced back to Liapunov’s work 1121 (see also I13 I); for the connections with 
bifurcation phenomena in ordinary and delay-differential equations, respectively discrete 
dynamical systems in Banach spaces, see 12, 3, 111. 
?I > 0, the notation U,,(S) := (0 E X I dist(0. S) < rj), dist($, S) := 
inf,,,s 14 - s ix will be used (CI,({o}) = U,(o)). For any couple of Banach 
spaces X, Y we shall denote by L’(X, Y) the Banach space of linear bounded 
operators from X to Y, endowed with the operatorial norm T --) II T /Ixqk: the 
shorthand Q(X) = f?(X. X) will be used. We shall also be dealing with the 
space Ck( LV, Y) of k times continuously Frechet differentiable maps from the 
open subset W c X to Y; a map f E Ck( W, Y) (0 E W) is said to be o(m) 
(m < k, m E N) whenever its MacLaurin expansion begins with multilinear 
forms of order greater than m. 
Existence and Liapunov stability properties of nonconstant periodic 
solutions to problem (1) will be investigated under the following 
assumptions: 
(Ai) -A is the infinitesimal generator of an analytic semigroup e. ” 
on X (f > 0): 
(Aii) the resolvent operator R([. -A) is compact for any complex [ in 
the resolvent set p(-A); 
(Aiii) fi are simple eigenvalues of -A; 
(Aiv) the spectrum a(4) has the separation property a(-A) = 
{+i) Uo’(-A), s~p~~~,.,-.,~) Re [< - w < 0: 
(f) fECk-‘(V,X) (k>3). V:=Zx V, denoting an RxX- 
neighbourhood of the origin; moreover, f (,u, 0) = (af/@)(O, 0) = 0 (,u E I). 
Due to the above assumptions, a branch C(J) of eigenvalues of the Frechet 
derivative -A + (?J/@)&, 0) exists (for any p E I small enough), such that 
c(O) = i [ 9 1; then we can require: 
f (Re C(F)) I,, = o + O. 
Let us note that the spectral assumptions (Aii), (Aiv) can be relaxed; even 
the more general case 
a(-A) = o’(-A) u {*i} u a”(-A), 
sup Re[<--w<O, inf Re[av>O 
JECJ’(-A) SEO’Y 4) 
(in which case dim a”(4) < co due to (Ai), (Aii)) can be dealt with 
similarly. Finally, hypothesis (f) could be weakened by assuming f to be 
smooth enough as a map from some interpolation space (continuously 
embedded in X) to X. 
Due to assumptions (Aii)-(Aiv), there exist idempotent operators 
P,,P, :=I-P, on X such that X=X,0X,, where X,:=P,X (l= 1,2), 
and dim X, = 2, dim X2 = 00; moreover P,A E AP, and the part -A, of -A 
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in X, (I= 1,2) is defined. Clearly, 0(-A ,) = { 5i); it is also easily seen that 
-A, is the infinitesimal generator of an analytic semigroup eKnz’ (t > 0) on 
X, such that 
II e +’ IIxI.x2 GM W--wt) (A4 > 0; I > 0). 
We shall also be considering the projected maps fr: R x X-+X,, (p, 4) := 
01,9,, 92) +fiol, 9) := P,f(P, 4) =hcU, til, h); from assumption (f) it 
follows thatf, E Ck+‘(V, X,), k > 3 (I= 1, 2). 
For any ,u E I, by a local solution of (1) we mean a continuous map 
Q(.,,uu):(t,,~,+~)+D(-A) (t,,ER; r=r@)>O) such that Eq. (1) is 
satisfied; the solution is said to be global whenever r = tco. A global 
solution #( ., p) of (1) is said to be periodic if there exists T = T(u) > 0, such 
that @(I t T, P) = 4(1, P) for any t > t, (u E I; t, E R); then by definition, the 
corresponding closed orbit I-, := (d E X ] 4 = $(t, ,u), t > t,, ) (,u E I) is 
(invariant with respect to (1) and) contained in the domain D(-A). 
Due to assumptions (Ai), (f), f or any (t,,, do) E R x X and p E 1 there 
exists a local solution Q(t, ,u) := $(t, ,u; 4,) of (I) such that b(t,,,~; Q”) = & 
151; moreover, Q is jointly continuous and of class Ckt’ with respect to 
01, &,) for any fixed t E (t,, t, t t) [ 201. Then the couple ($,(t, ,u), &(f, ,u)) of 
the projections 0, := P,g onto X, of any solution #(t,p) of (1) (I = 1, 2; 
I E (t,,, I, t r@))) is easily seen to be a classical solution of the following 
system: 
A nonconstant periodic solution n(t,,~) of (1) is said to be X-orbitally 
stable if the corresponding orbit r,, is X-stable, namely if for any s > 0 there 
exists 6 = 6, > 0 such that, for any do E U,(T,,), the corresponding solution 
$(t, ,u, 9,) of (1) is in U,(r,) for any t > t,; it is said to be X-asymptotically 
orbitally stable with asymptotic phase if in addition r,, is X- 
attractive--namely, if there exists 9 > 0 such that, for any &, E U,(T,), 
dist(d(t, p; &), f,) -+ 0 as t -+ co-and there exists 19 such that ( d(t, P; d,,) - 
n(r-B,p)(,y+O as t-+cc bEI). 
B. Finite-Dimensional Intlariant Manifolds 
Let us state the following theorem. 
THEOREM I. Let (Ai)-(Aiv) be satisfied, and f E C’(V, X) (I> 2) such 
/hat f (u, 0) = 0 = (af/la#)(O, 0) (p E I). Then there exist p, > 0, @, E I), 
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ci>O and a manifold (WI:- (Ca.~,,o~),d~=g~~.~,).l~ul<~,.l~,), (61. 
Ii-hich is incariant with respect to system (2): moreocer. g is qf class C’ ’ 
antf g(u. 0) = 0 .= (igji:d, )(O. 0) ( ,a < ,a, ). 
The above result is well known (I 10, 1 1 1, see also 17. 8 I): the proof will be 
given in the Appendix for convenience of the reader in a form suitable for the 
present purposes. An important property of the so-called center manifold is 
given in the following proposition. 
PROPOSlTlON 1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1 be satisfied; lhen the 
center manifold is locally attractice in Ihe following sense: There exists 
6, E (0,6) such [ha/ any global solution (@,(t,,u; (3,“. &,,), &(t,p; 9,(,, &,,)) oj 
(2) (I #P ; <PI 9 @” := (&I. @*o) E ~,,(O))Y which satisfies the inequality 
I @,(t,,u; Q,,~, &o)l, < 6, for any I > r,,, has the following proper&: 
Remarks. (a) It is convenient for future purposes to state explicitely 
the (local) invariance of the center manifold with respect to (2). For any 
fixed point (q,,. g@, q,,)) on ‘9Jl (1~ I < ,D,, I @,(, I,y < 6) let us consider the 
corresponding solution (&(LPu; d,(,. g@ o,,~))~ d&.,u; Q,,,. gal, 4,0))) of (2); 
then, according to the proof of Theorem I (see Appendix). the following 
invariance equation holds: 
(3) 
for all I > t, for which @,(t$ ,D) E U,(O). 
As the center manifold LIJI can be thought of as the union of sets belonging 
to orbits of solutions to system (2), by assumptions (Ai). (f) and regularity 
results [ 5 1, g takes values in the domain D(-A *): thus from (3) we get 
(lPI~P,~l~wlx<~h where 
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It should also be clear that the section !UI,, := ((4,) &) 1 dz = 
g@, 4,). ) 9, lx < S! is invariant with respect to system (2) for any 
P E (-P,.P,)* 
(b) For any initial data on !IJI ~7 U,,(O) (9 > 0 sufficiently small), the X,- 
component of the corresponding solution of (2) satisties the equation: 
the X,-component being determined by the invariance equation (3). 
(c) The existence, local invariance and attractivity of the center manifold 
9JI can be proven even in the more general case of a finite number of eigen- 
values in the spectrum +A) having positive real parts (see [ 101 for the 
details of the proof). 
(d) Let (e,, e,) be a real basis in X, (I e, Ix= 1, 1= 1,2); then the 
representation X, 3 $1 + z := (x, v), $, = (xe, + ye,) is given. For the sake 
of brevity, we shall adopt the same notations both for the map defining the 
center manifold and its representative from R* to X,; namely, we set !Ul = 
icu, z. $2) I02 = so19 z) = go4 x3 4’1, IP I < PI 9 I z I < 81. 
Similar considerations hold for the section IDZ, and the projected system 
(5); in particular, a suitable linear transformation of R2 into itself can be 
found, such that the representative system of (5) takes the form 
~=alu)x-801)y+q,01,x.y), 
(6) 
the regularity of a, /I, q,, q2 with respect to their arguments easily follows 
from thatofthe map 01,~,)+f,ol,4,, sh$,)) and q,o1, ., .),q201, ., .>a~ 
o(l) by definition (1~1 <p,); moreover a(O) = 0, /3(O) = 1, a’(0) # 0 by 
assumptions (Aiii), (H) (the operator -A, + (i)fi/ati,)(u, #r, g@, 4,)) being 
equal to the part of -A + (af@)(.u, 0) in X,). 
C. Existence of Periodic Solutions 
The following theorem can be proven. 
THEOREM 2. There exist 6, E (0, a), p, E (O,,u,) and a map 
p E Ck( [O, a,), R) with p(0) = ,u’(O) = 0, sup eclo,az) I ~u(c)l =: fi < ~2 such that, 
for any c E (0,6,) and ,u E (O,,Q, the orbit of (1) passing through 
(c, 0, g(p, c, 0)) is closed ly and only ly,u = p(c). 
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Due to the local invariance of (YJI. the above theorem follows from a 
similar statement concerning system (6). which in turn is a consequence ol 
the transversality condition cl’(O) # 0 (e.g.. see 1 15 1 for details). The function 
p( .) will be referred to as the bifurcation map. 
According to the above statement. the set of nonconstant periodic 
solutions of (I ) is nonempty, as it contains a family 3 of closed orbits lying 
on the center manifold. labelled by {(c,p(c)) c E (0. J,)}. It is noteworthy 
that such family is exhaustive in a suitable X-neighbourhood of the origin; in 
fact. as an easy consequence of the local attractivity of 9JI, the following 
uniqueness statement holds. 
THEOREM 3. For any periodic orbit r,(,u E (O,,U)) in a suitable X- 
neighbourhood U,(O), there exists c E (0, min(d,, &}) such that p =,u(c) and 
r,, = Lc, G ~,rw. 
D. X-Stability Properties of Periodic Solutions 
Our purpose is to study the X-orbital stability of periodic solutions 
belonging to the family 5 via the investigation of system (6); in this 
connection, use will be made of the concept of h-asymptotic stability 
introduced in [ I5 I. which we shall refer to extensively throughout the present 
subsection. 
Let us consider system (6) at the critical value P = 0, namely, 
dx 
-=-y+Q,(x, y). 
dt 
(7) 
dv 
= = x -t Q>(x. ~1). 
dt 
with obvious meaning of the symbols; let us also denote by Qj”” the 
homogeneous polynomials of degree m E (2,.... k} in the MacLaurin 
expansion of Q, (I = 1.2): and recall the following definition. 
DEFINITIOK. Let h E (2,..., kl. The trivial solution of (7) is said to be h- 
asymptotically stable (resp. h-completely unstable) if: 
(i) for any continuous real functions a,, 8 z of order greater than h in 
a fixed R’-neighbourhood D of the origin, the trivial solution of the system 
dx 
- = - y + Q’,“(x, y) + ‘. + Q:h’(x, J’) + b ,(X7 U), 
dt 
$ = x + Q;"(x, y) + + Q:“‘(x, Y) + $ I(% Y). 
is asymptotically stable (resp. completely unstable); 
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(ii) property (i) is not satisfied when h is replaced by m E (2,.... h - I}. 
We can now state our main theorem. 
THEOREM 4. Let h E (2,..., k). If the solution x = y = 0 of (7) is h- 
asymptotically stable, then the nonconstant periodic solutions of (1) 
belonging to the family ij are X-asymptotically orbitally stable with 
asymptotic phase. 
A similar statement relates the X-repulsivity of closed orbits belonging to 
the family 5 to the h-complete instability of the trivial solution of (7) [ 15 1. 
The actual determination of the h-asymptotic stability (resp. h-complete 
instability) of the trivial solution of (7) is the content of the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 5 [ 15 1. The following claims are equivalent: 
(i) the trivial solution of (7) is h-asymptotically stable (resp. h- 
completely unstable); 
(ii) there exist h - 1 homogeneous polynomials F&x, y) of degree m 
(m = 3,..., h + I) and a constant G < 0 (resp. >0) such that the derivative @ 
along the solutions of (7) of the quantity 
hi I 
F(x, y) = f(X’ f y’) + 2: Fi(x, y) ((xv Y) E D) 
i -3 
is 
p(x, y) = G(x* + y2)(1’2)(hi ‘) + o(h + 1). 
Moreover, h is odd f either (i) or (ii) is satisfied. 
As a remarkable consequence of the above theorem, the problem of 
recognizing the h-asymptotic stability (resp. h-complete instability) of 
x = y = 0 can be solved via the investigation of simple systems of linear 
algebraic equations, involving the coefficients of the homogeneous 
polynomials Qi”” (I = 1,2; m = 2,..., h); the constant G is uniquely deter- 
mined and depends on these coefficients. 
The following corollary of Theorem 5 plays a central role in the proof of 
the main result. 
PROPOSITION 2 [IS]. Let the solution x = y = 0 of (7) be h- 
asymptotically stable (resp. h-completely unstable). Then the following holds 
(c E (0,6,)): 
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(i) the bifurcation map ,u(. ) is locally inuertible; more specifically. 
p(c) = .-. ;c& + o(h - I): 
(ii) the period of the periodic solution of (6), labelled by the couple 
Cc3 dc)) is 
T(c) = 272 1 + p’(0) t o(h - 1); 
(iii) the characteristic multiplier of the closed orbit of (6) through (i.e.. 
the eigenvalue J(c) of the PoincarP map corresponding to) the couple (c, p(c)) 
is given bJ1 
A(c)= 1 +(h- I)2rrGch--‘+o(h- 1). (9) 
As a consequence of the above proposition, the h-asymptotic stability 
(resp. the h-complete instability) of the trivial solution of (7) implies the 
existence on any section YJI,, of the center manifold of one closed orbit 
i ~(4 PX &b v(h PU)> I t E 10, UP) I I of system ( 1) Cu E (0, Cr)) (rw. 
P E (-,Z, 0)); then we have a one real parameter family 5 of closed orbits. 
labelled by ,u. Moreover for any ,U E (0,ji) (resp. P E (-,C, 0)). the closed 
orbit f,, belonging to this family is attracting (resp. repulsing) with respect to 
initial data lying on the section !I.&‘,, of the center manifold [ 15 I. 
3. PROOFS 
Let yl(f,~) denote the unique periodic solution of (5) (u E (O,p)): consider 
the following variational equation: 
dC, - = - a,(t, p) <, := 
dt I 
-A, + g 01, w(t, p)q gk V(t? p))) 
I 
The system (1) being autonomous, a characteristic multiplier of (10) is 
equal to one [ 18 1; we shall consider throughout the present section the case 
of a characteristic multiplier of (10) having modulus less than one (which is 
in turn implied by the h-asymptotical stability of the origin with respect to 
(7); compare with (8), (9)). 
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LEMMA 1. Let the above assumptions be satisfied. Then in a suitable X- 
neighbourhood of the origin an invertible map (#,, 4*) * (s, <, , t2) 
(depending on p E (O,,il); (s, <,) E R2, & E X,) is defined, which recasts 
system (1) in the following form: 
ds 
x= 1 +k”(s,~,r,)+k,(s,~,r,,rz)~ 
~=w)r, +F,(s,P)tz tN”(s,~,r,)+N,(s,~u,r,,rz), (11) 
s= L--42 +F,(svP)l r2 +N,(s,Pu, r,,r?). 
Here K(u) < 0, and any function of s in the right-hand side is continuous and 
periodic with period 2T(,u), for fixed values of (,u? <, , &) (u E (0,p)). 
Moreover. 
as 
uniformly for s E [0, 2T(u)] (,u E (O,,E)). 
ProoJ (a) Due to the invariance equation (4), the transformation 
92 + & := b2 - gC,u, $,)(I P I < ,u,, I #,lX < 6) gives system (1) the following 
form: 
4, 
-=--A,& tf,c49,, go1,~,))tB,o1,~,,r,)r,, dt 
dt, 
-=-A,r,+B201,0,,r,)r,, dt 
(13) 
where B, E Ck ’ ’ ((-P,,P,)~ (/stO),~tX,,X,)),01,~,,r,)~B,01,~,,r,) := 
_( i da(3fi/&)(u, 4,) g(,u, 4,) t a<,), and B, is defined similarly. The above 
system reduces to the projected equation (5) when <, = 0. 
(b) According to [ 18 1, a 2T@)-periodic transformation S(t, p) of X, into 
itself exists, which takes equation (10) into the following form: 
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where K*($) := (g’“’ ” (,). K(B) < 0. The transformation S(r,p) defines a 
moving system along the orbit relative to w(1.p). thus a local change of coor- 
dinates 0, + (s, r,) in a suitable “X,-tube” around the orbit [6, 181; the orbit 
itself corresponds to the axis <, = 0, s giving a new parametrization of it. 
Rewriting system (13) in terms of the new local coordinate system. a first- 
order MacLaurin expansion of f,(,u, . . g(.,u, .)). B,(u. . . &), B>(u, ., r,) with 
respect to r, gives system (11) (observe that ds/dt = 1 along the orbit 
(~(t, ,u)[ I E 10, T(J)])). The other claims follow from the assumed regularity 
of .f, and fi. thus the lemma is proven. 
From the above proof it follows that the equation of the orbit relative to 
the periodic solution (~(f. ,u), g@. v/(t, ,u))) in the local coordinate system 
(s, <,, &) is r, = t, = 0. On the other hand, the form of the first equation in 
system ( 11) and the properties ( 12) suggest to rewrite ( 11) assuming s as an 
independent variable. namely, 
where X(S,P, t,. tz) := 0,~ t,, ~2){-~2~z t F,(s,P) t2 t N,(s,A t,, &)I t 
N?(s, ,u, r,, &). and Y(s,p, <, , &) is defined similarly. Due to (12), there 
exists II > 0 such that (L, t,,) E U,(O) implies 16, P, &(s, so, P; h, L), 
MS, s,.P; Lo, Lo)) S i for any s in some interval [so, 3x3 = 
304 tlol L) > so). Suppose now the trivial solution to be R X XI- 
asymptotically stable with respect to system (15); as a consequence of (14), 
s + f(s) is an increasing map for any s > s,, and the following proposition is 
proven. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let the trivial solution be asymptotically stable in 
R x X, with respect to system (15). Then the periodic solution 
(w(t, p), g(a, W(t,,u))) is X-asymptotically orbitally stable with respect to (1) 
01 E a A>. 
Let us turn now to the investigation of the nonautonomous system (15). 
LEMMA 2. There exists a family {G(s, ~,,,,a)} rr!(X,) (0 < s, < s < S; 
S > 0 arbitrary) of evolution operators for the problem 
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moreover, there exists p, E (0, p) such that, for any ,u E (0, PI ) 
II G(s, so, IU)II~~,~~ < M exd-4s - sJ/2)- 
Proof. According to the definition of F,(s,,u). namely, 
(17) 
(v&3 Pu) := VW), P)), f rom the assumed regularity of fi, fi and the 
periodicity of v, the Lipschitz continuity of the map F,(.,P) and the 
existence of the family (G(s, s(,, p)} easily follow 1221. On the other hand, 
from the estimate 
we get the inequality 
then the claim follows with 0 < ,D < ,D, := sup c;‘( (0, o/2M)}. 
LEMMA 3. For any ,u E (0, &) (,Lz E (0, ,iil)) there exist 6 = &,u) > 0, 
(L, = G(J) > 0 with the following property: for any (rlo, rzo) E U8(0) there 
exists g(u) > s0 such that 
I m SOYPi 10 t , ~zo)lx < M I ho Ix ew(-66 - so)) (18) 
for any s E [ sO, Sol)). 
Proof: According to known properties of l(s, ,u, <, , &) and N2(s, pu, <, , &) 
(see (12)), there exists a continuous nondecreasing function H: (0, fi, ) -+ R c, 
p + H(D), H(O) = 0, such that 
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whenever (r, . tz) E U,(O), the map c: (O.ji,) + H , . p --) c@) = c being 
continuous. On the other hand, there exists ii = 6@) > 0 such that 
(ho. b,) E U,(O) implies (t,(s, s,,,c Lo. tz,Jv Ms. so~iu; Clov ho)) E u,(O) 
for any s in some interval Is,,, S) (S= S(jf, < ,,,, &J, in general; S > s,,). 
Due to the estimate (19). from the second equation in ( 15) we get the ine- 
quality 
I Cz(s* s(1.P; ho. Ldl,Y 
< .a4 I Czo Ly exp(-o,(s - sd) 
where s E Iso, g), w, > 0 and arguments similar to those in the proof of 
Lemma 2 have been used. Pick now ,Ez E (O,p,) such that 
max UElO.rr2l JJ+> ECU) ,< WI: then the conclusion follows with ti@) := 
8, - MH(,u) c(u), &u) := min {S@), ti(p)/MH(,u)} by comparison arguments. 
Let us consider the equation 
(20) 
we formally obtain from system (15) by putting t2 = 0. As K@) < 0 (see 
Lemma 1) and SUP,,~ ) N,,(s,p, (:)I < N*b) / l: J’+” (due to (12) and the 
periodicity of IV~(.~ ,u, <t); V, N*@) > 0, ~1 E (0, ii)), the properties 
I GYs, S,,PU; Co)l < k* IGI (k, > 01, 
t;T(S~SO,Pu; rTo)zo (exponentially), 
easily follow for any initial data <TO in a suitable R-neighbourhood of the 
origin (depending on y, in general). Clearly, the asymptotical stability of the 
trivial solution with respect to (20) is a consequence of the assumed 
existence of a characteristic multiplier of (10) having modulus less than one. 
Concerning the variational equation 
s= ml) + ~(S,P, rfys, o,rll; <TO>) [ I L 01 E (078)) (21) 1 
the following lemma can be proven. 
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LEMMA 4. Let f2(s, s,,, ,a; l$,) denote the fundamental solution of (21), 
R(s,, sO, ,a; <&) = 1. Then there exist E’= C(p) > 0, 6 = G(D) > 0 such that 
I MS, so, PU; Co) I < ew(-66 - so)) (22) 
for any s 2 s,, , I tTo I < t@) 01 E (0, A). 
Proof. As supSER I(2No/2<~)(s,~, &$)I < N&U) I<: 1”) the conclusion 
follows with E’ := (I K I/N, kc)“” by comparison results. 
We can prove now the main result. 
Proof of Theorem 4. Let (t’,(s, so, ,w L,, t20), MS, s,, , P; Clo9 Lo)) (rev. 
<T(s, s,,,~; r,,,)) denote the solution of (15) (resp. (20)) which has (tIU, &,) 
respectively) as initial data at s = s,, . Define E  ^= El@) := min(e@), E(U)); 
!?any s= 601) E (0, min(&). Sk)}) and (t,,,, &) E U,(O). so E R let us 
denote 
3 := SUPiS >, %I K,( s, s,,P; r,,,, ho), MS, sod4 ho3 ho)) E WW 
Then. due to ( 12) (18) and the very definition of Y, C(U) > 0 exists such that 
I YCUI ST h(s, so,c1; co. t-Z”), MS, S,,Pu; 60, &“))I 
G ~01) I iGo lx exp(-60 - soI) 
for any s E [so, 3); moreover, observe that supSER )I F,(s, ~)I(Xl,X, < c, @), 
dP)~O~ 
According to [ 11, the following relation between solutions of (14) and 
(18) holds: 
r,h So,K r,o9 ho) 
= tT(s, s,,P; L,) + I” duQ(s, U,P; Lb, S,,PU; Go, Lo)) 
. s,, 
F,(GPu) MA %9Pu; Lo, Go) 
+ y(~,~u,~,(~,~,,~u;~,,~~,o~,~,(~~~,,~~~,”,~,o))l~ 
whence, for any s E Is,, 3). 
G I rT(sv SOYPU; <,o)l + MI h” Ix @,01> + 0)) 
X (exp(-ti(s - so)) - exp(-&(s - s,)))/(G - 3). (23) 
Due to the uniform stability of the origin with respect to (20) and 
inequality (23), the a priori bounds 
0 E bo 9 9) 
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hold whenever the initial data are restricted to a convenient neighbourhood 
U,(O), 6 E (0. d); then for the solutions starting from E,(O), S = fco. Due to 
the uniform stability of the origin with respect to (20), inequality (18) 
holding for s > so, we can easily conclude about the uniform asymptotic 
stability of the zero solution for system (15): hence the statement concerning 
the X-asymptotical orbital stability follows by Proposition 2. 
Finally. let us prove the claim concerning the existence of the asymptotic 
phase. Due to the dependence of I(s. p. 5, ) <J on (r, , &), by the asymptotical 
stability of the zero solution for system (l5), one can easily show that. for 
any ,U in a suitable right interval of the origin. positive constants L@), O*(J) 
exist such that 
for any couple of initial data (<,“, c&) in a suitable X-neighbourhood 
U,,,,(O), S, E R. Denoting by t(s) := s + p(s) the solution of (14), we have 
Irp(s) - ds’l < UP) [’ do exp(-o*(c - SO)) z 0, . I’ 
whence the existence of 6’ = B(s,, <,(, , &,) E R such that V(S) + 0 as s -+ +03 
easily follows. Observe now that t(.) is an increasing function of s for S&) 
sufftciently small; defining s(t) := t + v(t), we get v(t) = -p(s(l)) and 
lim 
I-’ + TX; 
v(t) = -,l+m, rp(s(t)) = -,hn, (P(S) = - 0. 
THUS e,, rlov ho) =: wh ho) is by definition the asymptotic phase 
relative to the solutions of system (I) starting from ($,“, &) at t = t,, . 
APPENDIX 
Proof of Theorem I. (i) By a standard scaling procedure 110, 111, 
system (1) can be rewritten as follows: 
dx 
-= 
dt 
-Bx + 2(x, y, c). 
where cER+, x := E - ‘(p, &), y := E - ‘q&, B = (; 9, ), 2(x, y, E) := 
E ‘~(l4)(,,(,.~.,,.,)~ %Y* &I := &. ‘b(lxi)Sz(W EY) (Ix/ := E-‘IlP I + I$, Lul), 
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b E F(R + , R +) denoting a suitable bump function. By definition, ,%? and p 
are of class C’ and o(1); moreover, the quantity 
(I! 11 denoting here a suitable operatorial norm) is infinitesimal as E --) 0. 
(ii) Let us prove now the existence of an invariant manifold ((x, ~7) I J = 
g*(x, c), 1 E I < c, ) (a, > 0) for system (a). Consider the system 
$0, xo) =- Bx(t, xo) +%x(t, x,,), &(t, xo), E), E) 
(b) (1 E R): 
g(x,, E) = to ds e-“z(---s’Fk(s, x,,), g(x(s, x0), E), E), 
“’ - <1(, 
(where x(t, x,,) := x(& x0, g, E) for shorthand); then the map g* to be 
exhibited is the second component of the unique solution of (b) in a suitable 
Banach space. Let us define 
Z’ := {C E Cr(l X X,, X,) ( (is o(l), sup sup I (WXX)Ix Q 11 
XEIXX, p<r 
(r E N); for any g(., E) E Z’- ‘, a unique global solution x(t, x0) of the first 
equation in (b) is easily proven to exist, such that x(0, x0) = x0, I x(& x,))\ < 
1 xg I (t E R). Then the operator 5, defined as follows: 
r 0 
(5 c SNX” 7 El := 1 ds e-.12( - “@(s, x,), g(x(s, x0), E), E) 
. -i. 
maps Z” ’ into itself and is strictly contracting in Z’- ’ (Z’--’ denoting the 
closure of Z’- ’ in the CO-norm), for any E sufftciently small; in fact, the 
following inequalities hold: 
sup I (5, W) lx G W) ww XEIXX, 
xs4& I lm,r)l(-4lx Q W) W(o - 4&J), 
and similar ones up to the order I- I: 
where C(E) := a(c)[2(a(c) + ‘J) - 11 M/27(4&) + y). As a consequence, a 
unique fixed point g*(., E) = 5, g*(., E) E z’-’ exists, then k*(t, x,), 
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g*(x,,. c)), ~“(t, x0) :=x(f, x,,, g”. c) is the unique solution of (b) in the 
above function space. Due to the autonomous character of the first equation 
in (b). we get (r > 0): 
g*(,yyr. xc,). I:) 
,. n 
= _) ds e ‘I?( ‘T~*(s.x*(f, x,,)), g*k*(s,x*(f. x,,)), I:), c) 
!  
-’ ZZ 
.I 
dc e ““I -.“‘j?~*(c. x,,), g*k*(c, x0), c), E) 
r 
= e-““g*(x,, E) + (“dc e--Az(‘- “‘&*(u, x,), g*k*(c, x,), E), t’); 
-0 
by the uniqueness of the solution of (a), ~$0) = g*(x,, E) implies, according 
to the above relation, y(f, E, J,(O)) = g*(X*(t, xn), c). The required regularity 
of g* follows by [ 111 and moreover {[E Z’- ’ i &I, 0) = 0, ,u E I) is a 
closed subspace of Z’-‘: then the conclusion follows. 
Proof of Proposifion 1. Let us consider the second equation of system 
(13). namely, d&/df = - AZ & + B2&, @, , <,) &; according to its definition, 
II BAA 9,,5,)11 X?.Xz < b(l ,U I + I @, IX + / Tz I,) (b > 0) in a neighbourhood of 
(0.0.0). From the inequality 
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